Dealer Workbench

Help Them See the Pins
By Larry Wise

I

t must be near hunting season. My workbench is stacked with bows to be fixed
and new strings to be made. This happens
every August, as some of the local bowhunters get their bows off the shelf or out of the
closet and start getting prepared for the fastapproaching October hunting season. They
realize that their intentions to get their bows
fixed over the winter never came to fruition
and so now it has to be done.
This is the time of year when I hear from
some of my older . . . excuse me, some of my
more mature bowhunting buddies who have
the same old complaint that, in time, affects
most of us: “I can’t see my pins as well as I
used to. What can I do?”
It’s time for an analysis of this problem
to understand exactly what our eye situation
is and what technology can do about it. Lots
of questions need to be answered regarding
pin color and size, peep size, your vision correction lenses and even bow fit. This will help
you, the archery dealer, help your customers
resolve their pin-visibility issues.

In September, the service counter at Lancaster Archery is always busy with bowhunters wanting new gear or wanting old gear repaired. Many more mature hunters
have the same question: “How can I see my pins better?” Gordy, Dale and the guys
have a number of solutions that they have learned to install so bowhunters like you
and I can see both the target and pins.

THE PROBLEM: So what really is the problem with
these pins, the peep sight and the target? The problem is
easy to state but not always easy to fix. The problem centers

My own solution for a peep and pin combination uses a large 3/16
inch hole peep sight and three .019 inch lighted pins. My pins are
not close together, either, so they are distinctly visible and not a
big glob in my sight picture.

around the ability of your eyes to focus at only one distance
and the fact that your peep sight, pin sight and target are all
at different distances from your eye.
I recommend that bowhunters use a peep sight in the
bowstring. The two-sight system of pin and peep is by far the
most accurate. This system places three points in a straight
line (peep, pin and target) and elevates your bow so that
your arrow falls into the target at a given distance. Accuracy
is diminished when any one of these is missing or not calibrated correctly. This system is not accurate if one of them is
not visible, either and that is the focus (no pun intended) of
this article.
So, from the outset, you have to listen to movie character Dirty Harry Callahan, who said, “A man has to know
his limitations!” We are limited and so we have a decision
to make regarding which items we want to have in focus
when we make a shot. You can’t have both the pin and the
target in clear focus at the same time when they are 15 or 20
yards apart.
My recommendation is always the same regardless of
your archery application. It doesn’t matter if you are aiming at a paper target, a rubber deer or a real deer; I always
guide my students to focus their vision on the target surface.
As soon as you turn your head toward and visually engage
the target, you should focus on that target surface and never
look away. Once you visually connect with the target, you’ve
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The top-view drawing, at right, shows how
every archer should hold his bow at full draw.
To most efficiently resist the force of the bow,
he should hold it with the drawing arm in the
arrow line so it directly opposes the force of
the bow. In this position, he can transfer the
holding force into the back, relax the arm,
execute the shot and follow through with
repeatable precision.
Unfortunately,
I
see most compound
archers holding their
bows in this shortdraw position at left.
If your bow’s draw
length is set too short
for you, then you will
fail to rotate your arm
in line with the arrow
and must therefore
maintain that force in
your drawing arm. This
promotes
inconsistent releases and poor
follow-through.

set your head and body position in line
with that target, so looking away with
your eyes will change your body position. Just ask a golfer how important it
is to maintain eye contact with the golf
ball while swinging the club; if he moves
his eyes away from the ball, then his club
head will not strike the ball correctly and the ball will get
topped, popped up, sliced or hooked.
To protect your body alignment with the target, you
must maintain visual contact with that target. This places
demands on how your bow fits you. (You can quickly review
my bow fitting article by going to the article links at the end
of the current issue at arrowtrademag.com. “Selecting Bow
Length” is third from the top; click on it and a link takes you
right to that article in our library.) To be an effective hunter
or target archer, you must set your alignment to the target
and then maintain it while executing your shot process. The
peep sight, pin sight and target all come into play as a system
and the bow must fit you, the archer, so your visual connection with the target is easy to estab- lish and maintain
on each and every shot, even during a “high value” moment
when you are nervous.
My recommendation is to then build your sighting
system so you can maintain visual focus on the target. It
becomes a matter of finding a peep and pin combination
that is effectively visible under both good and poor light
conditions. Following is the information that I’ve gathered
and organized so you as dealers can guide your customers
to their own individual solution.
EYE DOMINANCE: Test your eye dominance so you
know your controlling eye. Your dominant eye leads your
other eye to a “point of focus.” It’s always best to aim with
your dominant eye and therefore be able to aim with both
eyes open.

If your bow fits you properly, then you will be able to
look to your target and raise and draw your bow so that
your peep sight and pin will both come into view in front
of your aiming eye. You can be looking at the target surface
with both eyes open as your sight moves into place and your
target will remain in view and in focus. This allows you to
maintain your head and body position relative to your target
and thereby complete the shot process that you practiced.
Looking away to find your sight pin and then moving it
to the target takes valuable time and changes your head and
body position. This sequence takes you away from your aiming point and eye focus on the target and changes your head
position so that you have to take more time to re-establish
head-position, eye focus and aiming contact with the deer
in your shooting lane. Then you will feel forced to hurry to
get on target and make the shot and bad things will happen!
If you have to close one eye to aim, then you may be
aiming with your non-dominant eye and at a disadvantage.
Keeping both eyes on your target allows you to maintain
visual contact in low-light conditions and when the target
is moving. The preferred aiming method is with both eyes
open.
Test your eye dominance by extending your arms, with
your hands making a “stop” sign by having the palms flat and
facing away from you. Focus on a small object at about 15 to
20 feet away, like a door knob or drawer pull. Slowly move
your extended hands together so you make a quarter-sized
hole with your thumb and fingers around that object. Next,
close your right eye and if the object disappears, then your
right eye is dominant and has controlled your vision’s focus
on the object. Obviously, if the object does not disappear,

Test your eye dominance by extending your arms and slowly
bringing your hands together to form a quarter-size hole around a
small object at a distance. That object will be visible only by your
dominant eye and when you close it, the object will disappear from
view. Aiming with your dominant eye will always give you your
best target and pin view.
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then your left eye is dominant and you should be aiming
with it and not your right eye.
Some archers I have coached aim with the non-dominant eye and must close the dominant eye while aiming.
Some cover that eye with a patch while others place opaque
or black tape over that lens in their glasses. In the low-light
conditions of the forest, blocking the sight in one eye places
the shooters at a decided disadvantage but they make the
adaptation if they have to. It’s always better to have both eyes
open if you are able.
ABOUT LIGHT THROUGH GLASS: Something to keep
in mind while you read through this article is the fact that
as light passes through glass, less of it emerges from the exit
side. That’s why binoculars manufacturers advertise how
much light passes through their products. You’ll see numbers there like 88.7 percent, which means that 11.3 percent
of the light entering the large objective lens doesn’t exit to
your viewing eye. There’s a lot of glass inside binoculars and
it prevents some light from getting through.
When you put glass in your hunting or target sight system, then you face this fact. You should avoid using glass in
your hunting sight if at all possible. But for some hunters
with certain vision correction issues, that is not possible and
I have recommendations for that in the following paragraphs
of this article.

SOME VISION CORRECTION FACTS
If you have no vision correction issues, then you will have
no problems adapting to a peep and pin sight system. Stay
large with your choice of peep and choose the size and color
of fiber optic pin you can see well in low-light conditions.
CORRECTION FOR THE FARSIGHTED: Some of us,
however, are farsighted. We’re the ones that need long arms
to read the newspaper and, a few years later, will have to get
drug-store “readers” to read a map or see our computers. I’m
an example, so I’ll write about farsightedness first.
The official term for farsightedness is “hypermyopia.”
This vision challenge occurs when your eyeball itself is too
short from front to back. In this situation, the lens in your eye
tries to focus light rays at a point behind your retina surface.
Therefore, as the rays hit the retina surface, they are
unfocused. This problem affects the light rays from close
objects more than from those
that are distant. To help, we
Optics use two basic types
of lenses to correct vision.
One is the convex (thicker
middle) lens that helps correct farsighted vision. The
other is the concave (thinner middle) lens that helps
correct nearsighted vision.
Some lenses are flat on one
surface and curved on the
other, depending on how
much correction is desired.
Remember that less light
exits a lens than enters,
which matters in low-light
conditions.

The distance between your eye and your peep sight is important.
The shorter your bow is from axle to axle, the greater the distance
is from your eye to the peep. A 30 inch axle-to-axle bow will place
the peep about 8 inches from your eye and that makes seeing
through the peep more difficult. My own 38 inch bow places the
peep at about 4.5 inches from my eye and offers my old eyes a clear
hole for viewing my pins and target.

use convex-shaped (thicker in the middle) corrective lenses
that cause the light rays to converge slightly before entering
the eye. Two common examples of a convex lens are a magnifying glass and an archery target-scope lens.
I think it was the summer I turned 40. I was driving to an
archery tournament and realized I couldn’t read the small
print on the road map. No matter how far away I held it, I just
couldn’t see the route numbers any more. I quickly bought
a pair of 1.50 “readers” from the local pharmacy to solve my
problem. Distance was no problem and neither was my 7x
target scope convex lens for shooting field archery. Without
my corrective lenses and using only the scope lens, I could
see the target as crystal clear but I could not see the marks
on my bow sight without my reading glasses.
This farsightedness issue surfaces when we aim a hunting bow with a large peep hole and pin sight. We can see
the target fine but the pins are a bit fuzzy or we can’t see the
pins at all. Today, we can try different pin colors and sizes
because they are available. This was really difficult before
the days of fiber optics, as we had to paint the ends of our
sight pins with some color we could halfway see. And when
the sun set, we were done hunting because we couldn’t see
our pins.
I’m finding that my older eyes can see .019 inch pins fine
if they are green fiber optic and as long as I wear my glasses
when hunting. They show up well until sunset and then I
have to turn on my sight-light system. Using the dimmest
setting makes all three of my pins visible until quitting time.
I’m really happy with the system.
I’m using a 3/16 inch peep hole: my Specialty Archery
peep with the aperture removed. Larger holes are available
but 1/4 of an inch is the most I recommend. That size of hole
gives me a concentric image of my pin housing; I see one
circle inside of another. Having these concentric circles gives
me accuracy with a large-hole peep.
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If your vision correction for farsightedness is greater
than mine, then you may need a bigger pin. The .029 inch
diameter pin is easier to see and I should probably switch to
it soon. When you or your customers are testing pin size, be
sure to do it after sunset and in shadows.
Test all the colors you can. Green and other “cooler”
colors show up best for those with farsighted vision but you
really have to test them all to be sure. And when you find
the color that is most visible to your eyes, be sure to use
that color for your top, close range pin. I use a three-pin
sight with green on top, yellow in the middle and green on
the bottom. My pins, 22, 33 and 44 yard, are not set close
together, which makes for easy viewing so I don’t make a pin
selection error at crunch time.
CORRECTION FOR THE NEARSIGHTED: Nearsighted
folks can focus clearly at close distances but don’t see distant
objects well. All of you in this boat can see your pins but
struggle to see your target without your corrective lenses.
The official term for this vision challenge is “myopia.”
In this situation, your eyeball is too long and the lens in
your eye focuses incoming light rays in front of your retina.
This affects light from distant objects more than those from
close objects, thus requiring a concave lens (thinner in the
middle) for correction.
An example of a concave lens can be found in the peephole lens in an apartment door. It makes the person outside
the door look smaller because the light rays passing through
the lens diverge. Corrective lenses for nearsightedness do
the same in order to focus the image at a longer distance and
onto the back of your retina.
Since you are going to use the 3/16 or 1/4 inch peephole like everyone else, you are faced with the same equipment choices as everyone else. The difference comes mostly
in your pin color choice. But you may also be able to better
tolerate pins that are closer together.
My optometrist tells me that those with myopia can better see hotter colors like red, orange and yellow. Your hunting sight-pins should use these colors. You might want to use
the red pin on top, a blue or green in the middle and then
another red pin on the bottom. If you want more pins, then
alternate the colors, using mostly those you see the clearest.
ASTIGMATISM: The vision challenge called “astigmatism” is also a refractive error similar to nearsightedness
and farsightedness. In the majority of cases, astigmatism is
a result of the cornea not being round. In other words, the
horizontal equator of the cornea is longer or shorter than the
vertical equator, like a football shape.
The non-round cornea produces multiple points of
focus: some in front of and some behind the retina in the
back of the eye. Most of these are on the myopic side of the
scale and therefore require corrective lenses similar to but a
little more complicated than the nearsightedness correction
with concave glass lenses.
Some studies indicate that over 25 percent of people
have some astigmatism. That means that those bowhunters
will have to wear their glasses when hunting. Most of us do
wear our glasses but those with astigmatism can see their
pins better with them.

The Specialty Archery Verifier is a convex lens for the peep sight
that helps to clear the image of your pins. The cost you pay, however, is evident in the target image being slightly blurred. Testing
the different powers from 4 through 9 will help you to find the best
compromise so both target and pin are reasonably clear because
there is no perfect solution.

THE PEEP SIGHT VERIFIER LENS
Most of you are probably aware that a small lens is available for the inside of your peep sight. This lens, or Verifier, is
a plano-convex type that acts like a weak magnifier, just as
reading glasses do for farsighted folks.
On a recent visit to Lancaster Archery, I talked with
the guys in the show room service area to learn about their
experiences with bowhunters. Their service counter was
backed up constantly the day I was there in mid-September
and many of the customers they were helping needed vision
assistance with a large-hole peep. Some needed a Verifier
lens in their peep sights to help clear eye focus on their pins.
I talked with Specialty Archery Manager Mike Anderson
to learn about the company’s Verifier offerings. Anderson
reported, “We have Verifier lenses numbered 4 through 9,
with number 9 being the strongest. Most of our sales are
for the number 4, 5 and 6 weaker power lenses. The power
needed depends on the archer’s eyes.”
Anderson went on to say, “What happens with the
Verifier is that it slightly distorts the target image while
increasing pin clarity. We recommend that you should begin
by trying the weaker number 4 and then work your way up
to find the best compromise between target clarity and pin
visibility.”
Remember, no perfect solution exists, as your eye cannot focus clearly on two objects when one is close and the
other at a distance; you have to find a happy medium so
you can adequately see the target but also see the pins well
enough to effectively aim.
The Verifier lens is a really effective tool for solving
target-pin visibility issues. Many archers I know use one.
My own vision does not require a big correction, so I don’t
need one but if you struggle with pin clarity, you should try
one. Be aware that the more glass the light from your target
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image passes through, the less light will get to your eye, so
you should test your sighting system in low light conditions
to be sure it suits your needs.

HOW CLEAR SHOULD THEY BE?
You really don’t need either the target or the pin to be
crystal clear. Really, you don’t. Back in the late 1970s and
80s, we didn’t have clear lenses. The target spot was always a
bit fuzzy but our scores got higher anyway because we didn’t
try to “aim perfect”! My good friend Jack Cramer complained
that the one lens he had made the spot look like a banana,
so he aimed somewhere near the middle of the banana. We
focused on the shot process – the most important part – and
less on aiming.
Back then, many complained about poor target image
and gradually, they found ways to make it clear and big
by putting a convex Clarifier lens in the peep. (Specialty
Archery continues to sell Clarifier lenses for competitive
archers who want to improve the sharpness of the target
face.) In many cases, this improved vision of the spot but
led to poor performance because it falsely led us to conclude that “the better I aim, the better I will score.” Aiming
better or “stiller” traps you into micromanaging your body
and that leads to increased muscle tension, unrealistic high
expectations and poorer performance. So you end up using
your “narrow internal” state of consciousness, which is your
“left-side” or analytical brain. This gets you into a start-stop
kind of shot performance as you try to hold the pin perfectly
in the middle; the pin falls out of the middle, you stop your

Peep sights come in many shapes and sizes, as shown. Even the
color may make a difference to your eyes, so check out the different
shapes, sizes, colors and hole sizes available to find what makes
your pins most visible while maintaining a reasonably clear target
image.

Paradox gives you more bow sling styles and colors
than all other brands combined.

NfoEr 2W
014

BOW SLING
With these remarkable features:
l The F3 features a one-piece machined
aluminum mounting bracket
l Unique dual offset mounting holes for
right-hand or left-hand bows
l Knurled thumb screws for easy adjustment
l Accepts Paradox Standard, Custom
Cobra and Spiral Cord straps. That’s over
140 choices!

To order, contact Paradox Products at

610-593-6900 » paradoxproducts.com
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Most bow sight manufacturers install fiber optic pins in their
sights. This is an absolute must for a hunting sight, even if you
have perfect vision; you’ve got to be able to see after sunset.
Choose the pin color and diameter that you see the best in low light
and add a light to enhance it.

process and that results in lower scores.
The best target-pin image situation is one that gives
you a reasonably clear (but not perfect) target and a visible
(but not perfect) pin image. Your desire is then to allow the
pin to float at the target in front of your aiming eye while
focusing your consciousness on the shot process of transferring the holding into your back muscles. Then you can use

Some manufacturers package replacement pins and fiber optics
that you can use to build your own sight if you want. Or you can
replace the pin/fiber in your existing sight so you can once again
see both pin and target.

contraction to finish the shot while your eyes and most of
your muscles relax. In other words, you have to trust your
shot process, not micro-manage your aiming. This aspect
of your conscious mind is referred to as “narrow external”
focus and is the “right-brain” thinking that you may hear
about. I call this “present process thinking” and coach all my
students to do it because only through proper process can
we achieve consistent arrow groups and first-arrow success.

ding
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HD Hunting Camera Stabilizer

Tactacam the best rst person hunting camera on the market. Designed for hunters by
hunters. Easy to use….Tactacam will turn on and record with the push of one button. Power
on Auto record, you don’t hold the button down to power on, just push. Push to start and
push to stop at all times (on or oﬀ ). Yes, it’s that easy to operate…..Share your Hunt!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

See what people
are saying.

12mp sensor records in Full HD 1080p-30fps and 720-60fps
1 touch operation with Vibration indication
Low-Light recording like no other camera of its kind
Lens has been designed and optimized for Hunting what you see
is what you record. (NO FISHEYE)
Stabilizer, Gun Mount, and other Universal mounts included
Over 2 hours of record time
Waterproof tested up to 30 feet
Built for hunters with the highest quality parts.
Find out more and see videos at www.tactacam.com

www.tactacam.com

phone:

847-778-8055
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Aim with both eyes open if at all possible.
Focus your vision on the target surface.
Make your bow fit you according to recommendations
in the November 2008 issue of ArrowTrade Magazine.
The target and pin cannot both be in clear visual focus
at the same time. Accept this concept.
Use a 3/16 or 1/4 peep sight opening for hunting.
Use a fiber optic pin of the color you see best in low light.
Use the pin diameter (.010, .019 or .029 of an inch) you
can see best in low light.
Use a lighted sight-pin if necessary and carry
extra batteries.
If necessary, choose the peep clarifier lens that allows
the best focus on the target but also makes pins visible.
Neither the target nor the pin needs to be perfectly clear
to achieve consistent accuracy.
Allow your sight pin to float on the target.
Your top priority is always to execute your shot process
using transfer of holding into your back muscles.

CONCLUSION
It’s difficult to convince some folks that you can’t have
and don’t need “perfect focus” on both your target and pin,
so maybe this article will help you help them. At least you
now have a process to follow that others can use to solve
vision problems.
The biggest help in target viewing, I think, is bow fitting.
Getting bowhunters to stand properly at full draw is always

Be careful when stocking your shelves or buying individual peep
sight lenses for a customer. There is another product that target
archers use to clear the target image through their scope lenses
and that is the Clarifier. This lens is meant to be used with a magnifying convex scope lens to enhance the target image; many nearsighted folks use it along with their prescription lenses to see the
target better but when used with a hunting sight and peep, it may
make matters worse. Choose carefully.

a challenge for coaches but well worth the effort. Seeing the
target better may be the motivation they need to get there.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry Wise
Editor’s Note: Larry’s new book, “Larry Wise on
Coaching Archery,” is now available. This book is a compilation of over 25 ArrowTrade Magazine articles that Larry has
written and it can be purchased at www.larrywise.com or
through Archery Focus, an online magazine.
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new HEADHUNTER bow from ROSS®
Archery. Standing approximately 32”
axle to axle and achieving remarkable IBO
speeds, The HEADHUNTER, was built for
accuracy. Its 27”-31” draw lengths and 80%
let off will give you nothing but a quiet shot
and zero hand shock.
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